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Marri Ngarr Lirrga Songs:  
A Musicological Analysis of Song Pairs in Performance 
 
LINDA BARWICK 
 
This article discusses a set of lirrga songs performed for Allan Marett on 1 October 1998 at 
Wadeye in Australia's Northern Territory by a group of senior Marri Ngarr men comprising the 
singers and composers Pius Luckan and Clement Tchinburur, the ritual specialist John Nummar 
(who acted as backup singer), and the karnbi (didjeridu) player Benedict Tchinburur (younger 
brother of Pius Luckan and Clement Tchinburur). The texts of these songs and information about 
Marri Ngarr language are presented in the companion article by Ford in this volume. The song 
session was performed for Marett to teach him about Marri Ngarr songs, and to document lirrga 
songs for future generations. 
 
The Muyil Lirrga 
The twenty-nine songs performed for Marett on this occasion were selected by the performers from 
a much larger set of approximately 100 songs in the 'Muyil lirrga' set, named for Marri Ngarr 
country in the Moyle River floodplain.1 The same singers also composed and recorded another set 
of eighteen lirrga songs known as 'Church lirrga', which I have discussed in a previous article.2 
Marett recorded two other repertories of lirrga songs in the Daly region in the 1980s and 1990s: 
one set belonging to Jimmy Numbertwo, a Marri Ngarr man resident at Daly River, and another set 
belonging to the Ngen'giwumirri singer and composer Long Harry Kilimirri.3 
Lirrga songs are public didjeridu-accompanied dance songs performed for two important 
public rituals at Wadeye: circumcision ceremonies of young boys, and 'rag-burning' ceremonies for 
the disposal of the belongings of a deceased person (typically performed eighteen months to three 
years after death), as well as for a  
                                                
1 The repertory is also sometimes referred to as the 'Wudipuli lirrga', after the Marri Ngarr outstation of that name situated on the 
banks of one of the tributaries of the Moyle River (see Figure 2). Recordings of Muyil lirrga songs have been made at Wadeye by 
Michael Walsh (1972, 1974), Lesley Reilly nee Rourke (1974-1976), Marett (1988, 1998), Michael Enilane (1990, 1992), Mark 
Crocombe (numerous occasions from 1988-2002) and Alberto Furlan (2002), as well as by the singers themselves (1979, 1981). All 
recordings are held in the Wadeye Aboriginal Sound Archive in the Wadeye Aboriginal Languages Centre. See Ford's article in this 
volume for discussion of the relatively recent migration of Marri Ngarr people to live at Wudipuli. 
2 Linda Barwick, 'Tempo Bands, Metre and Rhythmic Mode in Marri Ngarr "Church Lirrga" Songs', Australasian Music Research 7 
(2003). 
3 Jimmy Numbertwo's songs were recorded by Marett in 1988 and 1995 at Daly River, while Long Harry Kilimirri's songs were 
variously recorded by Marett in 1988 and 1991 at Daly River, Peppimenarti and Jumunjerr outstation. 
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Figure 1: The Daly region and places in related areas mentioned in this article. Detail on the area 
within the dotted outline is presented in Figure 2. 
 
variety of other public occasions such as funerals, graduation ceremonies, welcoming ceremonies 
and book-launches. At Wadeye the Muyil lirrga repertory is one of four locally-composed genres 
used in ceremonial exchange in the context of circumcision and rag-burning ceremonies (the others 
are the Walakandha wangga repertory, composed and performed by the Marri Tjabin language 
group, and two repertories, djanba and wurltjirri, performed by Murriny Patha speaking groups).4 
In ritual performances, lirrga songs and dances are performed by Marri Ngarr people for members 
of one of the other groups; and conversely, when the initiand or deceased is Marri Ngarr, songs and 
dances belonging to one of the other groups will be performed. 
 
Origins of the Lirrga Genre 
The genre name 'lirrga' has been adopted in the Daly region (see Figure 1) from 'lirrga' or 'lirra'5 
used in the Barunga (Bamyili) and Beswick areas of southwestern Arnhem Land for the public 
didjeridu-accompanied Western Arnhem Land dance-song genre, also known in the Gunbalanya 
(Oenpelli) area as kun-borrk  
                                                
4 For further information see Barwick, 'Tempo Bands, Metre and Rhythmic Mode in Marri Ngarr "Church Lirrga" Songs';  Allan 
Marett, Songs, Dreamings and Ghosts: The Wangga of North Australia (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2005);  Allan 
Marett, 'Ghostly Voices: Some Observations on Song-Creation, Ceremony and Being in Northwest Australia', Oceania 71/1 (2000). 
5 A.P. Elkin and Trevor Jones, Arnhem Land Music (North Australia) (Sydney: University of Sydney, 1958). 
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(spelled gunborg in some early literature).6 According to Marri Ngarr people, the genre name lirrga 
originates in the Mayali language of Western Arnhem Land.7  
Several repertories of kun-borrk (lirra) songs have been performed in the Beswick area of 
Western Arnhem Land by Jawoyn, Dalabon, Kune and Mayali speakers over the last fifty years, 
including Djoli Laiwonga's famous Bongaling-bongaling series,8 first recorded by LaMont West at 
Beswick Station in 1961. Marri Ngarr people encountered kun-borrk (lirra) singers in a number of 
different contexts, including crocodile shooting in Western Arnhem Land and itinerant work on 
cattle stations.9 Ceremonial relationships with lirrga singers were also cultivated so that boys from 
the Daly region would have singers from the Barunga area to perform at their circumcision 
ceremonies.10 
We are fortunate to have access to several recorded accounts from Marri Ngarr people about 
the beginning of the Muyil lirrga repertory, four of which I will discuss here. All agree that the 
beginning of the Muyil lirrga repertory came from an idea conceived by two men: Brian Nummar 
(born c. 1910, deceased c. 1997) and Tommy Moyle Karui (born c. 1925, deceased c. 1997), who 
decided to create a new lirrga repertory in Marri Ngarr with topics relating to their ow country 
around Wudipuli, modelling it on lirrga songs performed by people from the Bamyili (Barunga) 
area. This event seems to have occurred around 1960, but the first recordings of this repertory were 
not made until 1972, when the linguist Michael Walsh visited Wadeye (Port Keats). 
The first account was recorded in Marri Ngarr on cassette tape for Lesley Reilly in 1975 by 
Clement Tchinburur (born c. 1941) (here translated into English by Lysbeth Ford). Tchinburur, one 
of the main performers and composers of lirrga in later years, stresses to role of the two older men's 
visit to country in order to 'pick up' the lirrga songs: 
 
The blind man [Brian Nummar] and Karui … were both making up lirrga. They 
went after the lirrga which was lying there. They were walking in the bush. ... They 
were both camping under a shady tree. Then they kept practising the beat. … They 
kept mentioning animals; birds; the continual cold season wind; sea breeze season; 
flood water; the crow which cried continually; the bird which walks at dawn. 'What 
are we  
                                                
6 See article by Garde in this volume, and discussion of Western Arnhem Land song styles in the notes to Lamont West, Arnhem 
Land Popular Classics (New York: Wattle Ethnic Series No. 3, 1963). See also musical examples and notes in Alice M. Moyle, 
Songs from the Northern Territory 5 (Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies AIAS 5, 1963). 
Elkin and Simpson (the latter in collaboration with Mountford's 1948 expedition to Arnhem Land), also recorded and discussed 
examples of this style (Elkin and Jones, Arnhem Land Music (North Australia);  Charles P. Mountford, American-Australian 
Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land 1948 (Sydney: Australian Broadcasting Commission, 1949). 
7 Benedict Tchinburur, in conversation with John Nummar, reported in Allan Marett's fieldnotes, 23 September 2000. 
8 Commercial recordings of this series: Tracks 1 and 10, West, Arnhem Land Popular Classics;  Djoli Laiwanga and David Blanasi, 
Les Aborigènes. Chants Et Danses De L'australie Du Nord (Paris: Arion ARN 64056, 1988);  Djoli Laiwanga, et al., Bamyili 
Corroboree: Songs of Djoli Laiwanga (Toowoomba: Grevillea Records GRV-1030, 1976);  Djoli Laiwanga, et al., Songs of Bamyili. 
Traditional Aboriginal Music of Australia (Featuring Didjeridoo) (Sydney: Aboriginal Artists Agency, 1977). 
9 Reported on various occasions to Allan Marett by Long Harry Kilimirri, Jimmy Numbertwo and Marri Ngarr men at Wadeye (see 
Marett fieldnotes 1988, 1991, 1998, 2000). 
10 Information taken from conversations with Marri Ngarr people including Benedict Tchinburur and John Nummar, reported in 
Allan Marett's fieldnotes, 23 September 2000. Visiting singers from the Barunga area have been recorded in the Daly region on 
numerous occasions, including by W.E.H. Stanner at Daly River in 1954 (AIATSIS archive tape A8200AB), and at Wadeye in 1996 
(recorded by Mark Crocombe on WASA tape D024AB). 
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going to do?' they kept saying to each other. They both made it up, not changing it to 
Marri Ngarr. They both kept trying. They both kept saying, like this: 'No! You and I 
will pick up this [song] in Marri Ngarr. ... Now, you and I will pick this up in Marri 
Ngarr', they both said. OK, they both kept picking songs up in Marri Ngarr like this. 
They picked up songs, everything. Many people here now make up everything… 
Those two are the men who picked up lirrga.11 
 
Camping in the bush not only provided the seclusion needed for the two men to try out their ideas, 
but also provided inspiration in the form of the country's characteristic features (all the beings and 
topics mentioned here are found in lirrga songs). The idea that the songs were somehow already 
present in the landscape, waiting to be discovered, is common to other accounts of song creation in 
Aboriginal Australia, especially in the Kimberleys.12 Interestingly, this account presents the creative 
process as starting with musical experimentation ('practising the beat'), followed by engagement 
with the song subjects, dissatisfaction with attempts to put words to the songs in other unspecified 
languages ('they both made it up, not changing it to Marri Ngarr'), with the decisive moment being 
the decision by these two senior men to use Marri Ngarr language in the lirrga song texts. 
Here is how Clement's story was explained in English to Lesley Reilly, in a recording made 
by Clement's brother Justin Tchinburur, with Justin's own elaboration of the social role lirrga songs 
were to play in Wadeye, including the liturgical use of the Church lirrga series: 
 
Clement [has] told me the story about Brian and Tommy Moyle, about making up 
the songs in [Marri] Ngarr. First of all they used to go out in the bush, watch 
everything that used to go around: birds, daylight, morning stars, mopoke, trees are 
growing, all these little things that these two had been looking at all these little 
things been happening, and then they said to themselves, 'we could make a 
corroboree into it', and it's a corroboree that [has] been made in the language of 
[Marri] Ngarr, and now the corroboree [has] been made up now by Brian and 
Tommy Moyle in the language of [Marri] Ngarr, and that's why we're having the 
lirrga corroboree on the mission itself, and we also use it for church on Sunday and 
especially on the obligation day. So the lirrga was made up, really the two start up in 
[Marri] Ngarr was Tommy Moyle and Brian Nama.13 
 
In 1995, Marri Ngarr man Claude Narjic recorded an account of the beginnings of lirrga for the 
Wadeye Aboriginal Languages Centre. Speaking in English, he traced the beginnings of Marri 
Ngarr lirrga back to 1961 or 1962, when his brother Dennis Narjic was working at Tipperary 
Station (east of Daly River). Here Dennis met a lirrga singer from Barunga (Bamyili) named 
Witjpiya, who was working at nearby Litchfield Station (see Figure 1). When Dennis came back to 
Wadeye he went out bush near the mission with Brian Nummar and Tommy Moyle Karui, where 
they discussed creating their own lirrga repertory: 
 
                                                
11 Lesley Reilly tape 4B, CD06, track 23. Wadeye Aboriginal Sound Archive (WASA) CD 438. Transcribed, translated and analysed 
by Lysbeth Ford. This text and others relevant to the creation of lirrga will be published in our manuscript in preparation: Linda 
Barwick, et al., Lirrga Songs at Wadeye, Northwest Australia (Sydney, in preparation). 
12 Ray Keogh, 'The Nature and Interpretation of Aboriginal Song Texts', in Studies in Kimberley Languages in Honour of Howard 
Coate, ed. William McGregor (München and Newcastle: Lincom Europa, 1996);  Richard M. Moyle, Balgo: The Musical Life of a 
Desert Community (Nedlands, WA: Callaway International Resource Centre for Music Education, 1997). 
13 Lesley Reilly tape 4B, CD06, track 23. WASA CD 438. Lysbeth Ford has transcribed, translated and analysed Clement's original 
Marri Ngarr text. 
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… They talked amongst themselves, they said: 'You know like Bamyili, Bamyili 
singing, they talking in their language and they talking about birds, talking about 
fish, and everything'. They were … talking, and then what happened was: 'Well, 
we'll have to try ours, in Marri Ngarr'. These two old men, and Dennis. 'We start 
with Marri Ngarr'.14 
 
Once they had the idea about lirrga, they turned to Pius Luckan and his brother Clement 
Tchinburur for help in creating the songs. Narjic continued: 
 
Well it was poor in Marri Ngarr they couldn't put … words in between, but Pius 
helped them along, … and Clement came in. And all these people they put words in 
between lirrga and how the tune gonna go. You know, singer wanted to sing, in that 
direction, but where the music and how it's going to sing. So they started from long 
lirrga, long story, and … they broke into very short, and make it quicker.15  
 
Narjic explained that the tunes were newly created: 'that's their own. … It belongs to Wudipuli, 
yeah, it didn't come from Bamyili one. No … we didn't get it from Bamyili one'. We will return 
later to some of the musical matters raised by Narjic's statements. 
In 2003 Allan Marett recorded the following account from Marri Ngarr elder John Nummar 
(translated by Lysbeth Ford). In its emphasis on the inspiration provided by the birds and other 
beings that are the subject of the songs, it is remarkably similar to the account by Clement 
Tchinburur, recorded almost thirty years earlier: 
 
Yes, our lirrga, two men made them up, composed them here. 
Tommy Moyle Karui, Tommy Moyle Karui and Brian Nama, made up lirrga here 
really, these two. OK. The two of them came here for these birds. OK, from these 
birds they both made up these songs. Both of them went far away from here, the old 
men and young Clement Tjinburrur, the three of them went. And Pius Tjinburrur, 
these four men went away from here, they all made up these songs. These four men 
went to the birds for these lirrga songs and they've passed away. 
OK, country, the three of them went to a place far from here. They were composing 
lirrga here about these animals far away from here. About the place where fire raged 
from that place, the Muyil. About these birds far away from here, inspired by 
animals, by fish eagle which flew searching, flew searching for fish. It goes to 
Altjama really. It is walking for any kind of meat. This bird, fish eagle flew from 
there then, searching for turtle, for any kind of fish, for magpie goose. Inspired by 
this bird, then, they made up these lirrga songs, This creature walks through many 
lirrga songs. Birds, white eagle, maybe magpie goose, from owl, from this one, 
coucal, from these, they made up lirrga songs then.16 
 
Interestingly, very few individual songs in the total recorded sample are attributed directly to either 
Tommy Moyle or Brian Nummar.17 Rather, the two men are credited with the idea for creation of 
the repertory as a whole, and its relationship  
                                                
14 Recorded by Phil Costigan for Wadeye Aboriginal Languages Centre, 2 March 1995. WASA CD 355, tape A-155 'Darrinpirr (3)'. 
Transcription by Alberto Furlan 2002, with minor corrections by Linda Barwick. My thanks to Alberto Furlan for drawing my 
attention to this recording. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Marett/Barwick tape DT2003/1, transcribed and translated from the Marri Ngarr by Lysbeth Ford. This text will be published in 
our manuscript in preparation: Barwick, et al., Lirrga Songs at Wadeye, Northwest Australia. 
17 In the session under discussion, song 7 is credited to the composition of Brian Nummar and Dennis Narjic. 
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to Marri Ngarr country and its inhabitants. John Nummar's comments in the excerpt above also 
trace the inspiration for the songs to the birds and animals that live in Marri Ngarr country. 
 
Composition of Individual Muyil Lirrga Songs 
When we come to individual songs, there is rarely any doubt about the composer responsible. The 
majority of the twenty-nine song-texts sung for Marett in the session under discussion were 
composed by one of the two main singers (Clement Tchinburur is credited with the composition of 
fourteen songs, and Pius Luckan with eleven), with other another three songs reported by Luckan 
and Tchinburur to have been composed by other Marri Ngarr men: Dennis Narjic and Brian 
Nummar (text 7), Claude Narjic (text 6) and Bob Madjirra (text 28).18 Only one song (text 13) was 
not attributed to a particular composer.  
In 1998 Pius Luckan told Marett that he received songs from two mermaids (kanybubi) who 
live in the deep billabong Altjama at Wudipuli. In discussions with Marett he said that he only 
received songs from them while he was asleep at that place. On other occasions he made up songs 
himself, but he told Marett that 'ultimately' these songs too came from mermaids, which are one of 
the principal Marri Ngarr Dreamings.19 Other important Marri Ngarr Dreamings that feature 
prominently in lirrga songs are pulimi (white-breasted sea-eagle) and wugwuk (Southern boobook 
owl). In the course of the 1998 song session, while discussing his song about the owls at sunset 
(text 4) Clement Tchinburur asked Marett to take special notes: 
 
CT: You got the paper, you picking up all that sunset? Well everywhere, when the 
sun set when we go anywhere there's mopoke here you know. This mob here now, 
no matter what place we go you know, everywhere. 
PL: Moyle yeah, down Moyle.20 
 
If we compare the songs composed by Pius Luckan with those composed by his brother Clement 
Tchinburur, some interesting patterns emerge (see Table 1). Luckan's songs all concern Marri Ngarr 
places, birds and Dreamings in the area around Wudipuli. By contrast, Tchinburur's songs cover a 
wider range of topics, some inspired by non-Dreaming events such as the biblical story of Noah's 
ark (song 8, Wurdi wilan 'floodwater'), Moyle floodplain people working as stockmen on Bullo 
River station (song 22), and an occasion on which his children woke him up before dawn (song 27). 
Many of Tchinburur's songs, including all those on non-Marri Ngarr topics, have lengthy 
grammatically-complex texts (e.g., songs 8, 14, 16, 22, 27 and 29).21 
 
                                                
18 The composers of these three songs were either deceased or no longer resident in the Wadeye community at the time of this 
recording. 
19 Pius Luckan, reported in Marett fieldnotes, 30 September, 14 October, 16 October 1998. An account of the Mermaid Dreaming at 
Wudipuli by John Nummar is published in Wadeye Aboriginal Languages Centre, Muli Kanybubi Tjitjuk Kawuny Na Yagatiya [the 
Two Mermaids' Dreaming Place]. Ancestral Knowledge of the Yek Dirrangara People (Batchelor, NT: Batchelor Institute of 
Indigenous Tertiary Education, Batchelor Press, 2003). 
20 Marett DAT1998-12, conversation after item vi, transcribed Linda Barwick, 2003. 
21 See Appendix 1 in Ford's paper in this volume for full song-texts with translations. 
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Table 1: Topics of Muyil lirrga songs composed by Pius Luckan and Clement Tchinburur and 
performed in the session on 1 October 1998. 
Composer Song text topic 
Pius Luckan 1 Munimenhmi #1 dawn chorus at the swamp 
 9 Derridhumbu brolga at Derridhumbu 
 12 Wurdipuli #2 sea-eagle at Wudipuli 
 15 Kanybubi mermaids in waterlilies 
 17 Altjama #3 billabong at Altjama 
 18 Wilimirr little curlew flying over Big Moyle 
floodplain 
 20 Pulimi #2 sea-eagle calling out 
 21 Pulimi #3 sea-eagle at Altjama 
 23 Wurdi magat  deep water waterlilies at Altjama 
 24 Wamandhi diver duck on the bank at Altjama 
 25 Wayinggi whistleduck on the dry bank 
Clement Tchinburur 2 Kundar #1 willy-willy at Kundar 
 3 Kundar #2 brolga at Kundar 
 4 Wugwuk #1 owl at sunset at the swamp 
 5 Wugwuk #2 owl at sunset calling out 
 8 Wurdi wilan floodwater (Noah’s ark) 
 10 Pivitjkam honeyeater calling out in paperbarks in 
Moyle country 
 11 Ringi coldweather (wind) 
 14 Ngawak mosquito 
 16 Tjendji #1 bushfire on hill 
 19 Kun.gulung green frog calling up thunder 
 22 Bullo River Moyle people working at Bullo River 
station in cold season 
 26 Kilinga Moyle people hunting magpie goose 
 27 Ngurdandharr Clement’s children wake him at dawn 
 29 Papa Ngala bushfire at Papa Ngala hill 
 
Metaphors of Liminality in Muyil Lirrga Songs 
In recent discussions of wangga songs from northwest Australia, Allan Marett has drawn attention 
to the prevalence of references to water in texts of the wangga songs of Marri Tjabin and Marri 
Amu peoples, neighbouring language groups whose country lies on the coast between the Moyle 
and Daly Rivers south of Darwin (NT). Marett has argued that discussions of ebbing and flowing 
tide (in Marri Tjabin song texts) and of the mixing of fresh and salt water (in Marri Amu song texts) 
relate to the ceremonial role of wangga song and dance in mediating between the worlds of the 
Living and the Ancestral Dead. Liminal 'water places' in the coastal landscape—the seashore, or 
places where fresh and salt water meet (such as springs in the seabed)—evoke human life changes 
from one state to another (the springing of ancestral spirit into human form at conception, a boy 
becoming a man, a human passing over into the world of ghosts at death), as well as the 
interpenetration of everyday experience with the spirit world in dream encounters with ancestors or 
totemic beings.22  
                                                
22 Allan Marett, 'The Tide Has Gone out on Him: Wangga Songs, Walakandha Dances, and the Eternal Ebb and Flow of Existence', 
Cultural Survival Quarterly 26/2 (2002);  Marett, Songs, Dreamings and Ghosts. 
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Figure 2: Places in Moyle River floodplain mentioned in this article and in the companion paper by 
Ford. Thank you to Lysbeth Ford and Wadeye Aboriginal Languages Centre for assistance in 
compiling and checking the information for this map. 
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Table 2: Summary free translations of songs in the 1998 Muyil lirrga song session (summarized 
from Appendix 1 in Ford's article in this volume). 
ref Free English translation  
1 As daylight comes birds calling out at the swamp 
2 Willy-willy spinning at our place Kundar, making dust rise up now 
3 Brolga's white back at our place Kundar 
4 As the sun sets owls calling out at the swamp 
5 As the sun sets our brother owl is going around calling out now 
6 At Altjama billabong currents meandering, white waterlilies spreading 
7 White-breasted sea-eagle calling out at Altjama, looking for prey [in the water] 
8 Floodwater rushing towards us, we should all climb to the top of the hill 
9 white-backed brolga walking at Derridhumbu clearing, our dear country 
10 Honeyeater calling out in the paperbark trees on the Moyle floodplain 
11 Cold-weather wind making you laugh in the afternoon 
12 White eagle flying above the creek at Altjama 
13 Our dear country Mananggurrir on fire right along the Big Moyle 
14 Brother mosquito's dreaming place, at sunset we're lighting a fire, blazing all around the Moyle 
floodplain now 
15 Mermaids' country is there where the white waterlilies stand 
16 People of the Moyle floodplain set fire to Yenmura Ngurdandharr in coldweather season, burning away 
from us now at the swamp on the little Moyle floodplain 
17 Our dear place Altjama 
18 Little curlews flocking toward us from the Big Moyle floodplain, Little Moyle floodplain filling up with 
water 
19 Greenfrog shouting out now, leaden thunderclouds gathering 
20 Whitebreasted sea-eagle! 
21 Whitebreasted sea-eagle flying along above the creekbank at Altjama 
22 Moyle people working as stockmen there at Bullo River station in cold season 
23 Deep water meandering, waterlilies spreading all around at Altjama 
24 Diver Duck (darter) singing out at Altjama, sitting there 
25 Pacific black duck walking along the flat dry creekbanks 
26 Magpie goose eating as it moves along, people of the Moyle frighten them off 
27 Clement's three kids got up before dawn, woke him saying "get up Dad, it's getting to be light now!" 
28 Jabiru going poking the side of the creekbank, spearing fish with its sharp beak 
29 bushfire burning grass at Papa Ngala, burning as it comes down to Kelenypun, on to the flat, smoke 
rising to make a cloud billowing towards us 
 
Marett's use of the term 'liminal' here relates to the ideas first proposed by van Gennep23 and 
later developed by Victor Turner24 about the function of rites of passage ceremonies, which often 
stress the impossibility of fitting the person undergoing the ritual into normal social categories. 
During the span of the ceremony, this person is in a liminal (threshold) state, being neither one 
thing nor the other; in the case of an initiand, neither man nor child. Various formal markers, 
utterances and processes in ceremonies of rites of passage tend to draw attention to the liminality 
inherent in the process. Turner observes that 'in initiations with a  
                                                
23 Arnold van Gennep, Les Rites De Passage; Étude Systématique Des Rites De La Porte Et Du Seuil, De L'hospitalité, De 
L'adoption, De La Grossesse Et De L'accouchement, De La Naissance, De L'enfance, De La Puberté, De L'initiation, De 
L'ordination, Du Couronnement Des Fiançailles Et Du Mariage, Des Funérailles, Des Saisons, Etc. (Paris: E. Nourry, 1909). 
24 Victor Turner, 'Liminality and Communitas: Form and Attributes of Rites of Passage', in The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-
Structure (New York: Aldine de Gruyter, 1969);  Victor Turner, On the Edge of the Bush: Anthropology as Experience (Tucson, AZ: 
University of Arizona Press, 1985);  Victor Turner, 'Dewey, Dilthey and Drama: An Essay in the Anthropology of Experience', in 
The Anthropology of Experience, eds. Victor Turner and Edward M. Bruner (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 
1986). 
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long period of seclusion, such as the circumcision rites of many tribal societies or the induction into 
secret societies, there is often a rich proliferation of liminal symbols'.25 Such, Marett has argued, is 
the nature of the water metaphors used by the coastal Daly peoples.  
In Marri Ngarr songs, I suggest, water metaphors are again prominent. But here, liminal 
water places relate not to the movement of the tides or the mingling of salt and fresh water (for 
Marri Ngarr country is all inland, 'fresh water' country), but rather to the in-between places of river 
banks, and the lily-covered surfaces of billabongs. Beings that live in, survey, or cross these 
boundaries between water and land, or water and air, include various bird, reptile and insect species 
(some of which are totemic Dreamings for Marri Ngarr people), and the song-giving mermaids 
kanybubi, who live in billabongs but emerge at night during the dry (coldweather) season, as 
evidenced by the waterweed (their hair) found strewn along the banks at this time of year. Let me 
illustrate this point by considering the summary free translations of the texts performed in the song 
session (Table 2).  
In Table 2 I have italicised references to water and to place names, nearly all of which are 
located on or very near freshwater billabongs or swamps, 'liminal water places' within Marri Ngarr 
country (see Figure 2). In addition to the appearance of these named 'liminal water places' and their 
denizens (various birds, insects, people and mermaids), notice how other liminal or transitional 
times or states of being appear. Dawn and dusk advance across the country, as do wind and fire and 
the clouds of dust or smoke they raise. This is a landscape teeming with life, sound and action, 
where the frogs' singing heralds the thunderclouds of the wet season, the white eagle cries out to its 
prey in the water, and the white-backed brolga dances while the waterlily flowers sway to the 
underwater currents caused by the mermaids.  
The sequence of songs presented in this session does not 'tell a story' as such. Rather, by 
juxtaposition or parataxis, it assembles a potent constellation of names and actions embedded 
within tightly structured musical units.26 Individually and collectively, these songs point outside the 
performance itself, to a meaning-laden totemic landscape from which springs a host of beings, 
forces and sounds. Victor Turner's thoughts on liminal symbolism again spring to mind: 'Liminality 
can perhaps be described as a fructile chaos, a storehouse of possibilities, not a random assemblage 
but a striving after new forms and structures, a gestation process, a fetation of modes appropriate to 
postliminal existence'.27 The potency of these songs lies in part in their precision, in the specificity 
with which they name the constituent elements of the landscape and their characteristics, and in the 
elegance of the musical patterning that binds together the sequence of songs. 
 
Musical Construction of the Muyil Lirrga Repertory 
So, let us return to the song session in question, and some of the ways in which it was configured 
not just as an exposition of Marri Ngarr country and mythology, but also as a music lesson intended 
for Marett (and perhaps by extension, for other out- 
                                                
25 Victor Turner, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (New York: Aldine de Gruyter, 1969), 96. 
26 Here I am pointing to the aesthetic theories of Theodor Adorno – see Theodor Adorno, 'Parataxis: On Hölderlin's Late Poetry', in 
Notes to Literature, Volume 2, ed. Rolf Tiedemann (New York: Columbia University Press, 1992);  Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic 
Theory (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984). I have recently outlined some of the ways in which these theories cast light on the 
aesthetics of other repertories of Australian song--see Linda Barwick, 'Performance, Aesthetics, Experience: Thoughts on Yawulyu 
Mungamunga Songs', in Aesthetics and Experience in Music Performance, eds. Elizabeth Mackinlay, et al. (Amersham, Bucks: 
Cambridge Scholars Press, 2005). 
27 Turner, 'Dewey, Dilthey and Drama: An Essay in the Anthropology of Experience', 42. 
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Table 3: Marri Ngarr clapstick tempo bands in the 'Muyil Lirrga' song set 
Rhythmic mode Marri Ngarr 
term 
English 
translation 
characteristics 
 TASRI VERRI 'rough step'  
Tasri verri 1 
(fast doubled) 
tasri verri 
tjitjuk-tjitjuk 
'four' • two pairs of interlocking clapsticks, faster 
beats MM250-90; out of phase with slower. 
beating MM125-145 
• vocal rhythm 3/8 against two faster 
clapstick beats 
Tasri verri 2 
(fast even) 
tasri verri 
pitpit 
‘quick’ • MM124-130  
• vocal rhythm 3/8 per clapstick beat 
• vocal rhythm 3/4 against two clapstick 
beats 
 KIYIRRI ‘slow’  
Kiyirri 1 
(moderate) 
titir kindjerryit ‘clapsticks 
drag’ 
• MM86-101 
• includes gapped as well as even patterns 
• vocal rhythm 2/4 per clapstick beat 
Kiyirri 2 (slow) kiyirri ‘slow’ • MM65-75  
• vocal rhythm 3/4 per clapstick beat 
 Example 1: Temporal relationships between vocal pulse and two pairs of clapsticks (titir) in Marri 
Ngarr lirrga rhythmic mode Tasri verri 1 (fast doubled). 
 
siders such as this readership). As I have discussed elsewhere,28 Marri Ngarr lirrga songs are 
organised according to a system of rhythmic modes, outlined in Table 3.  
There are two fast rhythmic modes, both called tasri verri 'rough step'. The same dance is 
performed to both tasri verri (fast) modes. In one, additionally described as tjitjuk-tjitjuk 'four', two 
pairs of clapsticks perform an interlocking pattern, the lead singer beating twice as fast as the 
second singer, whose clapstick beat is slightly out of phase (see Example 1). The tempo range for 
clapsticks played by the lead singer is MM250-290, with a vocal rhythm in 3/8 set against the duple 
clapstick rhythm. The second player's sticks beat at MM125-145, synchronised with the dancer's 
footsteps, and one clapstick beat for every 3 quavers of vocal rhythm. I call this rhythmic mode 
'Tasri verri 1 (fast doubled)'. 
The second tasri verri rhythmic mode, described as pitpit 'fast', has a clapstick tempo in the 
range MM124-130. When there is more than one singer their clapstick beats are synchronised. 
Vocal rhythm may be either in 3/8 (corresponding to one clapstick beat) or in 3/4, in which case the 
3/4 pattern is bisected by the duple clapstick rhythm. I call this rhythmic mode 'Tasri verri 2 (fast 
even)'. 
There are two slow rhythmic modes, both described in Marri Ngarr as kiyirri 'slow'. Clapsticks, 
handclapping and dancer's footsteps are synchronised in both modes.  
                                                
28 Barwick, 'Tempo Bands, Metre and Rhythmic Mode in Marri Ngarr "Church Lirrga" Songs'. 
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The first, moderate-tempo rhythmic mode has clapstick beating in the tempo range MM86-101. 
To distinguish it from the second kiyirri mode, it may be further specified in Marri Ngarr as titir 
kindjerryit 'clapsticks drag'. Most songs in this mode have evenly-spaced beating throughout the 
item, but others exhibit a variety of gapped beating patterns (which are described as titir kinydjur 
kani 'clapsticks go half-half', referring to the alternation of long and short intervals between 
successive clapstick beats). Vocal rhythm is duple, with one clapstick beat per 2/4 measure in the 
vocal rhythm. I call this rhythmic mode 'Kiyirri 1 (moderate)'. 
The second, slower-tempo, rhythmic mode is simply described as kiyirri 'slow' or kiyirri verri 
'slow step', and is distinguished by its characteristic tempo range of MM65-75, and a slow triple 
vocal rhythm, with one clapstick beat per 3/4 measure in the vocal rhythm. I call this rhythmic 
mode 'Kiyirri 2 (slow)'. 
In Table 4, I set out the sequence of clapstick beating patterns performed for the fifty-one song 
items sung during the session, highlighting in bold six instances of song-pairs, which set the same 
song subject (very often with identical text) to different rhythmic modes. In instances where an 
identical song-text was performed in more than one rhythmic mode, I have distinguished the 
versions by adding the letters A and B to the song number.  
It can be seen from Table 4 that the majority of songs in the session were in Kiyirri 1 
(moderate) rhythmic mode (eighteen of the thirty-four combinations of song and rhythmic mode), 
with the next most frequently occurring rhythmic mode being Tasri verri 2 (fast even) (nine songs), 
while the slowest and fastest rhythmic modes were both relatively infrequent (four song-texts for 
Tasri verri 1 (fast doubled) and three song-texts for Kiyirri 2 (slow)).  
Let us consider the six instances in which the same song subject is set to different rhythmic 
modes. The first two song items of the session presented text 1, Munimenhmi (Dawn chorus) set to 
two different clapstick patterns: the first in Kiyirri 2 (slow) rhythmic mode (clapstick tempo 70 
beats per minute), the second in Tasri verri 2 (fast even) rhythmic mode (clapstick tempo 128 beats 
per minute). 
These two songs were performed for Marett without comment as to their similarity or 
otherwise. The second time a pair of songs presenting different rhythmic mode settings was 
performed (songs 4A and 4B, Wugwuk (Owls) #1), however, the lead singer Pius Luckan 
volunteered to Marett (before singing the second of the pair): 
 
PL: This one owl again gonna be ... faster music, clapsticks. ... Sunset again, he sing out 
again—but faster music you know.29 
 
It is only late in the song session, after the sixth pair of songs had been sung, that rhythmic mode 
terminology began to be explicitly revealed to Marett, after he notices the contrast and asks the 
question: 
 
AM: what do you call it when you do that slow one, how do you say 'slow'? 
PL: kiyirri ... 
BT: pitpit is that fast one ... that fast one, pitpit 
PL: ah tasri verri mmm 
                                                
29 Marett DAT98/12, track 11, 'talking 6' on Marett/Barwick CD15. 
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Table 4: Sequence of fifty-one song items in the song session, showing the association of the 
twenty-nine different song-texts with rhythmic mode and clapstick tempo. Highlighted in bold are 
six pairs of songs in which the same or very similar text is set to different rhythmic modes. 
Text # Item # Song Title Rhythmic mode (MM) 
1A i Munimenhmi (Dawn chorus) #1 (PL09A) Kiyirri 2 (70) 
1B ii Munimenhmi (Dawn chorus) #1 (PL09B) Tasri verri 2 (128) 
2 iii Kundar [placename] #1 (PL10) Kiyirri 1 even (93-95) 
3 iv Kundar [placename] #2 (PL11) Kiyirri 1 even (98) 
4A v Wugwuk (Owl) #1  (PL12A) Tasri verri 2 (127) 
4B vi  Wugwuk (Owl) #1  (PL12B) Tasri verri 1 (254) 
5 vii Wugwug (Owl) #2  (PL13) Tasri verri 1 (250) 
6A viii Altjama [billabong name] #1  (PL14A) Tasri verri 2 (130) 
6B ix Altjama [billabong name] #2  (PL14B) Kiyirri 1 gapped xx0x0 (88) 
7 x-xi Pulimi (Whitebreasted sea-eagle) #1  (PL15) Kiyirri 1 gapped xx0 (88-92) then  
Tasri verri 1 (240) 
8 xii-xiii Wurdi wilan (Floodwater) (PL16) Kiyirri 1 even (95) 
9 xiv Derrithumbu [clearing name] (PL17) Tasri verri 1 (260)   
10 xv Pivitjkam (Honeyeater) (PL18) Kiyirri 2 (65) 
11A xvi Ringi (Coldweather) #3  (PL19A) Kiyirri 1 even (86) 
11B xvii Ringi (Coldweather) #3  (PL19B) Kiyirri 1 even (93) 
12 xviii-xix Wurdipuli [placename] #2 (PL06) Tasri verri 1 (290) 
13 xx-xxi Mananggurrir [placename] (PL20) Kiyirri 2 (75) 
14 xxii-xxiii Ngawak (Mosquito) #1 (PL21) Kiyirri 1 even (95) 
15 xxiv-xxv Kanybubi (Mermaid) #2 (PL08) Kiyirri 1 even (87) 
16 xxvi Tjendji (Bushfire) #1 (PL22) Kiyirri 1 even (98) 
17 xxvii-xxix Altjama [billabong name] #3 (PL23) Kiyiri 1 gapped xx0 (90) 
18 xxx-xxxi Wilimirr (Little Curlew)  (PL24) Tasri verri 2 (127) 
19 xxxii-xxxiii Kun.gulung (Greenfrog) #1 (PL25) Tasri verri 2 (126) 
20 xxxiv-xxxv Pulimi (Eagle) #2 (PL26) Kiyirri 1 even (93) 
21 xxxvi-xxxvii Pulimi (Eagle) #3 (PL27) Tasri verri 2 (124) 
22 xxxviii-ix Bullo River[cattlestation name] (PL28) Kiyirri 1 even (98) 
23A xl Wurdi magat (Deep water) (PL29A) Tasri verri 2 (128) 
23B xli Wurdi magat (Deep water) (PL29B) Kiyirri 1 even (95) 
24 xlii Wamandi ('Diver Duck', Darter) (PL30) Tasri verri 2 (129) 
25 xliii-xliv Wayinggi (Pacific Black Duck) (PL31) Kiyirri 1 even (96) 
26 xlv-xlvi Kilinga (Magpie goose) (PL32) Tasri verri 2 (127) 
27 xlvii-xlviii Ngurdandharr Tchinburrur Tharrangga (Clement's 
kids wake him up before dawn) (PL33) 
Kiyirri 1 even (94) 
28 xlix Wimirin (Jabiru) (PL34) Kiyirri 1 even (101) 
29 l-li Papa Ngala [placename] (PL35) Kiyirri 1 even (99) 
 
BT: tasri, tasri verri, sorry, tasri verri. ... Yeah tasri verri is fast one, kiyirri is slow 
one... pitpit slow but fast one 
AM: pitpit is slow, it means slow too does it? 
BT: no, pitpit is fast one, and kiyirri is slow 
AM: OK, and tasri verri is fast one? 
BT: yes, the same, tasri verri, yeah.30 
 
Perhaps not surprisingly, Benedict Tchinburur's entirely accurate description of pitpit (Tasri verri 
mode 2 - fast even) as 'slow but fast one', referring to pitpit as the slower of the two Tasri verri 
(fast) rhythmic modes, was at this stage rather lost on Marett, but became clear on later listening 
and analysis of the session. What was  
                                                
30 AM = Allan Marett, PL = Pius Luckan, BT = Benedict Tchinburur. Excerpt of conversation recorded on Marett DAT98/13, after 
item xli, track 8 'talking 4' on Marett/Barwick CD17. 
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Example 2: Vocal section of song 1A, Munimenhmi (Dawn chorus) #1. 
 
not fully specified as yet in words had been set out very precisely by Luckan and Tchinburur's 
performances within the song session. This is typical of Aboriginal modes of instruction that 
operate by showing rather than by explaining.31  
The first two pairs presented to Marett, and just discussed here, each entailed minimal 
variation, with change only to the clapstick beating pattern between the slow and fast versions. All 
other aspects of the texts, including their rhythmic and melodic setting, remained virtually the same. 
                                                
31 Catherine Ellis, Aboriginal Music: Education for Living (St. Lucia, QLD: University of Queensland Press, 1985). 
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This was possible because the rhythmic modes juxtaposed in these first two pairs of songs each 
have an underlying  
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Example 3: Vocal section of song 1B, Munimenhmi (Dawn chorus) #1. 
 
 
triple vocal metre, bisected by the clapsticks in the second version of each pair. It was only when 
the same text was set in pairs that included the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) rhythmic mode with its 
underlying duple vocal metre, that the serious musical fun started.  
As shown in Table 5, the singer and composer Luckan made a number of adjustments to 
both text and rhythm to allow the 'same' text to be fitted to the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) rhythmic mode. 
In line 1, the morpheme =vingi 'now' was inserted. The rhythmic setting of the Tasri verri 2 (fast 
even) version 6A displays word-final syllabic lengthening only at the end of the last two or three 
morphemes in each line, while in 6B morphemes at the beginnings of lines  
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Example 4: Vocal section of song 4A, Wugwuk (Owl) #1. 
 
 
Example 5: Vocal section of song 4B, Wugwuk (Owl) #1. 
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Example 6: Vocal section of song 6A Altjama #1. 
  
(Altjama, wurdi, kangarkirr) also have syllabic lengthening. The third line of 6A repeats the first, 
but in 6B is redundant in a different way, continuing the grammatical sentence of line 2 
('Altjama=ga') and adding the songword 'ka'. All these changes allowed the fitting of the text into 
the relaxed 5/2 metre of the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) gapped mode. Here, unlike the first two song pairs 
presented, we find that the melody is significantly different between the two versions. Although the 
melodic mode stays the same, the range in the fast even version is greater, both in the song  
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Example 7: Vocal section of song 6B Altjama #1. 
 
as a whole (spanning an octave in 6A, a sixth in 6B) and within each section (6-3 as opposed to 6-5 
in line 1, 8-5 versus 6-5 in line 2, 6-1 versus 5-1 in line 3).32 
The fourth pair of songs, composed and sung by Tchinburur in eleventh place within the 
session, complicated the system even more, for it presented a new twist: a 'slow' and a 'fast' song 
contrasted within the same Kiyirri 1 (moderate) rhythmic mode (see Examples 8 and 9).  
 
                                                
32 Melodic range is indicated by numbers corresponding to steps of the Ionian scale used in the relevant section of the melody. While 
a sketch of the melodic system as a whole lies outside the scope of this paper, transcription and analysis to date suggest that what we 
have observed here is consistent with a general correlation of faster tempo with greater melodic range. 
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Table 5: Line-by-line comparison of textual and rhythmic settings of texts 6A (rhythmic mode Tasri 
verri 2 'fast even') and 6B (rhythmic mode Kiyirri 1 'moderate', here with a gapped pattern of 
alternating stickbeats (x) and rests (o) yielding a 5/2 metre xxoxo). 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
LINE 1 
6A Tasri verri 2 (fast even) 
Altjama Altjama kin.kin+misri kani 
e_e¿ ee e¿ ee e¿ eeq¿  ew¿ . _q.   +4 
Altjama! Altjama! [the current] keeps meandering 
 
6B Kiyirri 1 (moderate) gapped xx0x0 
Altjama wurdi kin.kin+misri =vingi kani 
e¿ eq e¿ q eeeq e¿ q. eq. 
Altjama ! the water keeps meandering now 
 
 
LINE 2 
6A Tasri verri 2 (fast even) 
a kangarkirr bugim+mi =vingi kwarrin kani 
e e¿ ee e¿ ee e¿ q e¿ q e¿  q 
white waterlily is spreading now all around 
 
6B Kiyirri 1 (moderate) gapped xx0x0 
kangarkirr bugim+mi =vingi kani 
e¿ eq e¿ ee ee eq 
white-faced waterlily is spreading now at Altjama 
 
 
LINE 3 
6A Tasri verri 2 (fast even) 
Altjama Altjama kin.kin+misri kani 
e¿ ee e¿ ee e¿ eeq¿ . e¿  q_h¿ . + 16 
Altjama! Altjama! it keeps meandering 
 
6B Kiyirri 1 (moderate) gapped xxoxo 
Altjama=ga ka 
q¿   q  h                h¿ _w¿  __ w¿  h¿ _w¿  __ w¿ __ h¿ _w¿  __ w¿  
at Altjama! Ah! 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The tempo of 11A, at MM86, falls at the lower end of the tempo band associated with the Kiyirri 1 
(moderate) rhythmic mode, while the 'fast' version 11B lies at MM93, towards the middle range of 
tempo values attested for this mode. Here the two songs are also contrasted in complexity of line 
structure (one versus two lines) and melodic structure, with little apparent relationship between the 
two melodies. 
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In songs 23A and 23B, as in 6A and 6B, the text and its rhythmic setting were recast to 
allow for the transition between the triple vocal rhythm associated with  
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Example 8: Vocal section of song 11A Ringi (Cold weather) #3. 
 
Example 9: Vocal section of song 11B Ringi (Cold weather) #3. 
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Example 10: Vocal section of song 23A Wurdi magat (Deep water). 
 
the Tasri verri 2 (fast even) rhythmic mode and the duple vocal rhythm of the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) 
rhythmic mode, and once again the slower version of the text was accompanied by a melody 
reduced in range. In this case, however, the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) tempo band used continuous 
clapstick beating rather than the gapped pattern we earlier observed in text 6B.  
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In these Marri Ngarr songs, it is the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) tempo rhythmic mode that provides 
the most fertile ground for the play of musical and textual differences.33 It can appear as 'fast' in 
relation to the Kiyirri 2 (slow) rhythmic mode, or  
                                                
33 Songs relating to everyday events (such as text 27: Clement's children awakening him early) seem mostly to be set in the Kiyirri 1 
(moderate) rhythmic mode, and to have more complex and discursive texts than songs in the other three rhythmic modes. 
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Example 11: Vocal section of song 23B Wurdi magat (Deep water). 
 
'slow' in relation to the Tasri verri 2 (fast) songs, and is the only rhythmic mode in which, as seen in 
text 11, different tempi within the mode can be contrasted between song-pairs.  
Table 6 shows that through the sequence of song pairs performed in the 1998 Muyil lirrga 
song session the performers successively presented all four rhythmic modes, in roughly the same 
proportions in which they occur in the performance as a whole. These song pairs show the range of 
possible interrelationships and highlight the rhythmic and textual characteristics of each mode by 
successive presentation of minimally varying pairs. As we have seen, the singers presented Marett 
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with the clearest examples at the beginning of the song session, moving to more difficult 
transformations in the later song pairs. The greater complexity of tex- 
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Table 6: Tempo band variation as presented by six song pairs in the 1998 Muyil lirrga song session 
 Tasri verri 1 
tjitjuk-tjitjuk (fast 
doubled) 
Tasri verri 2 
pitpit  
(fast even) 
Kiyirri 1 
titir kindjerryit 
(moderate 
Kiyirri 2 
kiyirri  
(slow) 
Song pair 1  
(text 1) 
1A = MM70  1B = MM128  
Song pair 2  
(text 4) 
  4A = MM127 4B = 
MM254 
Song pair 3  
(text 6) 
 6B = MM88 6A = MM130  
Song pair 4  
(text 11) 
 11A = MM86 
11B = MM93 
  
Song pair 5 (texts 
20-21) 
 20 = MM93 21 = MM124  
Song pair 6  
(text 23) 
 23B = MM95 23A = MM128  
 
 
tual and musical construction demanded by the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) rhythmic mode was reflected in 
the greater number of examples of song pairs including this mode. 
 
Conclusion 
What was happening here in terms of the performers' unfolding to Marett of the Marri Ngarr system 
of rhythmic modes? The learner's attention was progressively drawn from the grossest apprehension 
of 'slow' and 'fast', to increasing delineation of the rhythmic mode system, with the question of 
melodic sameness and difference thrown into relief as well. Of course many other musical, textual 
and semantic features were highlighted by similar sequences of 'same-but-different' songs 
elsewhere in the song session. Just as Marett's ears became attuned to one dimension of the musical 
system, another variable was thrown into the equation.  
It is easy to become lost in the shifting ground of this musical landscape, and yet the learner 
is constantly drawn onwards by yet another suggestive juxtaposition. A similar aesthetic has been 
noticed in many other musical systems in Australia, by Catherine Ellis, Clunies Ross and Wild, 
John von Sturmer and Peter Sutton amongst many others,34 and has been a constant source of 
inspiration for my own work.35  
It is not too fanciful, I think, to liken the fertile and liminal status of the Kiyirri 1 (moderate) 
rhythmic mode to Marri Ngarr country's 'liminal water places', the fertile edges and surfaces where 
water meets land or air, and where the underwater world of the song-giving kanybubi mermaids 
leaves its traces in the above-water world of Marri Ngarr people. The nature of the Kiyirri 1 
(moderate) rhythmic mode's in-between-ness is defined and apparent only in the spaces between 
songs, in the often non-verbalised contrasts presented to the ears and minds of those who pay 
attention to them. We are marked by these contrasts: they change our perception of the music.  
Similarly, the juxtaposition of songs referring to the mermaids' swirling movements beneath 
the surface of the billabong and the circling movements of the sea-eagle scanning the same surface 
from above may forever change our perceptions not only of mermaids and eagles, but also of the 
lily-strewn billabong surface itself, attuning our senses to the landscape's traces and rhythms, and 
                                                
34 Ellis, Aboriginal Music: Education for Living;  Margaret Clunies Ross and Stephen A. Wild, 'Formal Performance: The Relations 
of Music, Text and Dance in Arnhem Land Clan Songs', Ethnomusicology 28 (1984);  John von Sturmer, 'Aboriginal Singing and 
Notions of Power', in Songs of Aboriginal Australia, eds. Margaret Clunies Ross, et al. (Sydney: Oceania Publications, University of 
Sydney, 1987);  Peter Sutton, 'Mystery and Change', in Songs of Aboriginal Australia, eds. Margaret Clunies Ross, et al. (Sydney: 
Oceania Publications, University of Sydney, 1987). 
35 Most recently, in Barwick, 'Performance, Aesthetics, Experience: Thoughts on Yawulyu Mungamunga Songs'. 
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our mind to induction of the significance of these traces and rhythms. And by juxtaposing these 
juxtapositions of musical and semantic patterns, the attentive listener is invited to induce the 
extensibility of this same aesthetic to other domains of experience and being. 
It is a tragedy that this complex and refined musical tradition is at risk of becoming lost to 
future generations, as there remain only a few elderly speakers of Marri Ngarr who can guide us in 
understanding the language, music and landscape in which this exquisite sensibility is embedded 
and from which it springs.36 We are privileged to be invited, through this performance, to participate 
in this liminal space at the margins of one of the world's great poetic traditions.  
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